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Labor Day Extravaganza..

Monday morning dawned bright and early. There was an Otsar spirit in 

the air! The participants sensed something exciting but couldn’t quite 

figure out what it was. We announced that we will be hosting a BBQ 

style lunch in honor of Labor Day! The participants clapped and 

cheered. Who doesn’t love a scrumptious BBQ?! Francine, Mordy, 

Chayala and Eddie J had the opportunity to partake in decorat-

ing the backyard. We blew up red, white and blue balloons as well as 

streamers. The participants happily marched to the backyard. The tables 

were tastefully set with blue tablecloths and red plates, matching our patri-

otic atmosphere. Our mouths were watering as we were served succulent ham-

burgers. Delicious! We also had toppings of coleslaw, pickles and onions. To top it 

all off, we had juicy watermelon for dessert. Red, of course, to match our theme. 

We then continued with different activities in the sunny outdoors. Gita laughed 
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as she threw the basketball in the hoop. Danny impressed us with 

his perfect aim. The winners got spectacular prizes such as jewelry 

and soccer balls. What an awesome way to start our week! Thank you 

Otsar for our marvelous, show-stopping program!!

Photo Cubes..

On Tuesday, we worked on creating our very own, sophisticated photo 

boxes. We will put in different pictures of our “good times” at Otsar. 

Choosing photos will definitely be a challenge as there are too many 

memorable events to fit in a cube! The participants started out 

with decorating a paper with the words “good times” in bold. 

David showed us his artistic talent and colored in pretty swirls. 

Peryl used a yellow marker, creating a striking effect. We then 

designed silver boxes, where the pictures will be placed. Bracha 

impressed us and drew a lovely flower. Thank you Fayge for our 

awesome weekly crafts! We can’t wait to take home these unfor-

gettable photo cubes and will surely enjoy looking at them!



Flower Bulletin Board..

A magnificent bulletin board went up this week in Day Hab. The back-

ground was a distinctive red. Our flower crafts that we made several 

weeks ago were put up. We also pasted the striking signs with our names 

on the doors, in a zig-zag formation. We’re appreciative of all the breathtak-

ing bulletin boards that grace our walls in Day Hab!

Sensory with Sal..

This week, we made our very own sensory boards. We used several 

different items such as beads, pearls, bows and wooden blocks. 

Using Velcro, we pasted the items onto a wooden board; on the 

designated Velcro slots. The participants utilized their dexterity 

and sensory skills. We look forward to our weekly sensory activ-

ity and are waiting with bated breath for next week! What’s it 

gonna be?!  


